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As ever, it has been another interesting
start to the season. A cool and dry start to
spring has seen many groups putting
breaks into drilling programmes in order
for soil temperatures to increase. The
spring weather has also led to over wintered ploughing being rolled early in some
areas, in order to retain as much moisture
as possible before drilling.
Over the last 3-4 weeks we have seen tem-

peratures starting to increase, and have
also begun to see some very heavy isolated showers, which in some cases have led
to further delays in drilling whilst soils dry
out.

However, the majority of crops drilled to
date have gone into good seed beds and
we hope that the weather is more agreeable for the remainder of the growing
season.

Limagrain Vining Pea Trials

VISIT:

With much to see and learn
from our 2015 trials, we
look forward to seeing you
over the summer.

Please contact either
George Hunter or Will
Pillinger to arrange your
visit (contact details
below).

Contact Us:
George Hunter
george.hunter@limagrain.co.uk
07801 466 846
Will Pillinger
william.pillinger@limagrain.co.uk
07776 178 190
Les Daubney
les.daubney@limagrain.co.uk
07860 376 670

The LG team would like to invite you to
come and visit our 2015 trials at any of the
following locations:
Location:
Choseley (Near Docking)
Soil Type:
Sandy Silt
Drilling Date: 13th March

Location:
Soil Type:
Drilling Date:

Nocton (Near Lincoln)
Sandy Loam
9th March

A well established, early drilled trials
site co-located with the PGRO trials.

A well established trial which has experienced cool and dry conditions since
being drilled.

Location:
Soil Type:
Drilling Date:

St Germans (Near Kings Lynn)
Medium Silt
20th April

Not established as well as Choseley due
to warm & dry conditions since drilling it’s still early days though.

GPA Trials

This year we have GPA (Growth Promoting
Agent) trials in our fields at Choseley and St
Germans. The current commercial varieties
that we are using in these trials are Anubis,
Chinook, Charlie, Oasis, Realm, Jubilee,
Terrain and Extasia.
Each site will have 4 replicates of seed
treated with the high rate of GPA and will
be compared to Wakil treated seed plots

that have been drilled alongside.

This year we have focused on a few key
characteristics that we will be scoring;
these are:
Emergence
Pod Length
No. of Peas per Pod
Single, Double or
Multi-podded Plants

Stem Length
Flowering Date
Maturity

Pushing Yield using Later Maturing Varieties
At our 2014 November conference, Will Pillinger gave a brief glimpse into the late maturing, high yielding varieties that we have coming through the breeding programme. Will also
discussed drilling these late maturing varieties amongst your late maincrops rather than
after, and the possibility of this practice maintaining the yield advantage of these varieties
when doing so.

Further to this, we will be carrying out a trial to see if these later maturing varieties are
actually higher yielding than Oasis, when both varieties reach maturity at the same time.
To do this, we drilled the multisite trial at St Germans which contained these late maturing
varieties, and then drilled plots of Oasis 4, 7 and 9 days later. This will enable us to harvest
both the Oasis and late maturing varieties at the same time so that we can compare yield.

2015 will
see
the
first field
scale trials
of our new
second early variety, Jubilee. Jubilee’s
maturity is +5 days of Avola, and it has
consistently out yielded competitor varieties in trial. Combining it’s high yield with
excellent vigour, even growth habit and a

Vining Pea Team News

We are pleased to announce that Jennifer
Bolderstone was promoted to the position
of Assistant Breeder at the beginning of
April, and will be helping Will Pillinger with
breeding and selection work for the Vining
Pea Programme.

good
disease package,
we are confident
that Jubilee has
the potential to
become a growers favourite.
For more information, please visit the link
below.

www.lgseeds.co.uk/jubilee

We would also like to wish Jen all the best
as she is expecting her first child to make
it’s grand entrance into the world on the
24th August, with Jen hoping to take 2
months maternity leave.
.
George Hunter

